
 

Queen Doctors Knife #96, or 66 (mini). SFO. 4-10-2020 

 This knife made its re-entry into the Schatt & Morgan Keystone Series 
and has been very popular since 1991.  There are two sixes, the #66 is the 
"mini Doctor Knife" is smaller at just under 3.5", and the #96 is larger at 
3.70." The knife has been made as a single blade, as a 2-blade with both a 
pen secondary blade and main blade as Clip or spear. So far collectors have 
seemed to like the full-size knife with spear main blade and a secondary 
spatula. Clarence Risner special ordered many fine knives in this pattern. 
This listing is incomplete, but is a start. 

 
#66 mini doctors knife with spear and spatula brown jigged bone. 



 
#66 Schatt & Morgan Mini Doctor's Knife with single blade in blue jigged 
bone, stainless 1-100 



 
 

#66 Schatt & Morgan two blade physicians Knife with Clip main blade and 
pen secondary blade, in brown jigged bone, with ATS 34 steel 



 
#66 with single spear blade and brown jigged bone, 1997, 1-75. 



 

#66 Queen Cutlery 2-blade, spear and spatula in smooth orange bone  

 

#66, Schatt & Morgan Doctor's knife with Clip and secondary pen, brown 
jigged bone, 1-100  



 
#96 Schatt & Morgan Doctor's knife, with spear blade and spatula. In 
Orange jigged bone  



 
#96 style, Robeson light brown jigged bone, spear blade and spatula, 
stainless, 1-200. 

 



 
#96, Queen Cutlery, 2-blade with Clip and spatula in Pearl, SFO with blade 
etch 

 



 
#96, Queen Cutlery 2-Blade stag with Spear and pen secondary blade, by 
Smokey Mountain knife "Viewers Club," 1-150.  

 



 
#98 Queen Cutlery Spear and secondary pen blade, Walnut, Very small run 
as pilot effort, 1993 (note both Schatt & Morgan and Queen tang stamps) 

 

 



 
#96 Spear and spatula Schatt & Morgan, in Green Bone, Clarence Risner 
SFO, 1-100. 

 
#96, Spear Blade and spatula Schatt & Morgan, in Brown jigged Bone, 
Clarence Risner SFO, 1-100. 



 

 
#96, Spear Blade and spatula Schatt & Morgan, in Red Popcorn jigged 
Bone, Clarence Risner SFO, 1-100. 

 



 

#96 Spear Blade and spatula Schatt & Morgan, in Red stag jigged Bone, 
Clarence Risner SFO, 1-100. 

 



 
#96, Spear Blade and spatula Schatt & Morgan, in smooth tan jigged Bone, 
Clarence Risner SFO, 1-100. 



 
#96, Spear Blade and spatula Schatt & Morgan, in Sheffield jigged Pearl, 
Clarence Risner SFO, 1-100. 



 
#96, Spear Blade and spatula Schatt & Morgan, in Deep Brown jigged Bone, 
Clarence Risner SFO, 1-100. 



 
#96, Spear Blade and spatula Schatt & Morgan, in Sambar Torched Stag, 
Clarence Risner SFO, 1-100. 


